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Christene Selleck

ART

What started as a thought, has turned into a 
life's work.



In 1986, my work in window display started in a small store in the heart of Soho surrounded 

by some of the top galleries of contemporary art in the world. On a beautiful spring day,

 I stood outside my window display and watched a giant pornographic Jeff Koon sculpture

 be lifted into a second floor gallery across the street. The gallery was Leo Castelli.

It was at that moment I realized the power of location. I realized that in order for a

 viewer to get to that gallery they had to pass me first. I also saw for the first time the

 true power of display. Stores are ''kind of like museums," Warhol once said. 

With that in mind it is easy to connect the  presentation of merchandise to the
 
art of presenting priceless works of art.

Between the galleries of Mary Boone and Leo Castelli my program ”Art on the street”

was born. My goal was to give emerging and undiscovered mid career artists an open 

forum to be exhibited at street level along side the great artists of the 20th century.
 
The artists were always combined with a fashion display that matched the integrity

 and styling of the exhibited work. To date 40 artists have been exhibited and the program
 
has grown into multiple exhibition locations. Several artists have gained recognition, solos

shows and an ongoing following.
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Artists show website







Jersey City Artist Tour 2008

                                                                   Robert Koch - Sculptor
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Jersey City Art Tour 2007

Art on the Street is a revolving collaborative of multiple artists working in an array of mediums. 
Over the last few years the view and direction have expanded with hopes of creating a larger 
viewing environment using a gallery space as a new canvas.

The human form as a canvas, everyday we dress, apply ornamentation. 
Through out history we have been stuffed, plucked, painted and put on display. 
This exhibit turns the human form into a canvas for the artist to apply their visions. 

BODY OF ART
The theme of this project is based on human interaction with our environment, condition, lives 
illustrated. The mannequin serves as a symbolic representation of us.  Body as a canvas, 
ornamentation, intellectual, emotional, spiritual. cerebral manifestations . This is represented 
through a spectrum of concepts. These concepts range from the obvious landscapes around us 
to the steel that bonds bridges, the surrounding elements that connect us.

A significant portion of  the works sold was donated to The Friends of YCS (Youth Council 
Services), which develops art programs for disadvantaged children. All of the artists profiled 
here have been instrumental in developing Art on the Street, and have generously donated sale 
of their mannequins to YCS.

Artists included:
Guy Prandstatter, Brad Grosso, Christene Selleck, Steve Meyers, Bob Peirsanti, Michael Longo, 
Ron Erickson, Brian Musicoff, Robert Koch , Lynda D'amico  Stephanie Swane,Stacy Swane
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Original Art on the Street website









Painter John Barnet : Installation Astor Place NYC 1991



Left image Sculptor Matt Johnson Soho 1998
                                    Right image Illustrator Mey Lin: Installation Astor Place NYC 1993
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